The Richard P. Anton Family Endowed Collection in Business Ethics was established by Dick and Bonnie Anton in 1987. Dick received his bachelor’s degree in finance from Notre Dame in 1954 and, after two years in the Army, continued his education at the University of Pittsburgh, where he earned a law degree in 1959. He practices law as a sole practitioner in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and is a member of the Advisory Council for the Notre Dame Law School.

Bonnie is a clinical nurse in the Cardiology Division at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. The Antons have two sons, one of whom is a 1993 graduate of Notre Dame.

The Anton Family Endowment enables the Hesburgh Libraries to provide support for a field to which Notre Dame has a particular commitment—business ethics. The libraries have used the Anton Endowment to acquire publications that supply those who study these vital questions with background information and statistical data. This endowment also ensures comprehensive collecting of those works which explore the relationship between public policy and business decisions and between humanistic and business studies.